
New York City’s Vision Zero initiative seeks to eliminate traffic-related fatalities and severe injuries. Vision 
Zero starts with the assumption that traffic crashes are not merely “accidents,” but are preventable events. 
To achieve our goal, New York City’s Vision Zero initiative unites diverse stakeholders from multiple city 
agencies to address this challenging problem. 

In New York City, the city agencies that are part of the Vision Zero Task Force have conducted – and 
continue to conduct – foundational surveillance on traffic crashes and contributing factors, gathering and 
analyzing data about where, when, how, why and among whom traffic collisions happen. Indeed, the Vision 
Zero Task Force monitors the ultimate Vision Zero outcome – traffic-related deaths – on a near-real-time 
basis. But to rise to the challenge of driving down traffic-related deaths and severe injuries, even more 
robust research and evaluation is needed. This document describes current projects and future research and 
evaluation questions that are most crucial to moving Vision Zero’s efforts forward.

New York City’s Vision Zero: 
Priority Topics for Research & Evaluation

Collaboration Opportunities:                                                                                    
How City agencies and external researchers can build for the future
While we understand the basic circumstances of traffic crashes in New York City well, we need to advance 
research and evaluation to better inform policy and program initiatives. Vision Zero Task Force agencies 
welcome external research partners to join us in exploring priority questions for moving Vision Zero’s efforts 
forward, important questions such as: 

The Vision Zero Task Force seeks to collaborate with external researchers on addressing 
these and other similar questions:

Does an increase in the volume of moving 
and parking summonses issued significantly 
change the number of injurious crashes          
in an area?

Are drivers with multiple motor vehicle 
violations involved in more injury crashes than 
other drivers? Are there particular convictions 
or number of convictions that are predictive of 
injury crashes? 

 

What is the economic cost of crashes to 
taxpayers? What is the economic benefit of 
safer streets? 

What data collection methods and sources    
can be used to better describe and capture 
crash characteristics? 
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What are population attitudes and perceptions 
of: speeding, impaired driving, use of mobile 
devices while driving, use of seat belts, and 
Vision Zero safety messaging?  

Have road users changed traffic               
safety behaviors in accordance with          
Vision Zero messaging?

What traffic safety policies and practices are 
associated with reduction in traffic crashes 
involving fleet drivers?  
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To learn more about New York City’s Vision Zero initiative,
 visit www.nyc.gov/visionzero.

Are you interested in conducting research or 
evaluation to move NYC’s Vision Zero forward? 

Contact acaffare@health.nyc.gov

Have traffic related deaths and severe 
injuries decreased since Vision Zero     
was implemented?

Has there been a decrease in severity of 
truck-involved pedestrian and bicyclist 
injuries, following the installation of side 
guards on city fleet vehicles?

How will crash reporting patterns change 
in the shift from paper reporting to 
electronic reporting of traffic crashes?  

Has the number of motor vehicle crashes 
or the incidence of speeding changed 
significantly in areas newly covered by 
speed cameras?  
  

Has the number of motor vehicle crashes 
or the incidence of running red lights 
changed significantly in intersections 
newly covered by red light cameras?

Have City-employed drivers adopted 
safer driving practices since DCAS 
installed vehicle event data recorders 
in fleet vehicles and instituted feedback 
reporting?

Do motor vehicle crashes disproportionately 
affect individuals who live in low-income 
neighborhoods? Are motor vehicle crashes 
more likely to occur in low-income 
neighborhoods?

What are the characteristics of fatal and      
non-fatal traffic crashes involving bicyclists?

What crash circumstances are associated 
with injury hospitalizations and emergency 
department visits? 

Has NYC DOT’s street re-engineering been 
effective in reducing collisions that involve 
injuries? 

Vision Zero Task Force agencies are addressing or will address the following questions:

Understanding the problem: City agency efforts to examine key questions
Prior to and during the first two years of the program, Vision Zero Task Force partners have worked diligently 
to monitor the burden of traffic-related fatalities and injuries in New York City. We study characteristics of 
collisions, analyze effectiveness of specific engineering interventions, and link different data sources to 
better describe crash risk factors and health outcomes. 


